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Abstract. Approaching the theoretical performance of heterogeneous
multicore architectures, equipped with specialized accelerators, is a chal-
lenging issue. Unlike regular CPUs that can transparently access the
whole global memory address range, accelerators usually embed local
memory on which they perform all their computations using a specific
instruction set. While many research efforts have been devoted to of-
floading parts of a program over such coprocessors, the real challenge is
to find a programming model providing a unified view of all available
computing units.
In this paper, we present an original runtime system providing a high-
level, unified execution model allowing seamless execution of tasks over
the underlying heterogeneous hardware. The runtime is based on a hi-
erarchical memory management facility and on a codelet scheduler. We
demonstrate the efficiency of our solution with a LU decomposition for
both homogeneous (3.8 speedup on 4 cores) and heterogeneous machines
(95 % efficiency). We also show that a “granularity aware” scheduling
can improve execution time by 35%.
1 Introduction
The last years have witnessed the tremendous invasion of multicore architec-
tures in the field of parallel computing. Although many research efforts have
been devoted to designing multicore-aware algorithms and software, application
developers are still having a hard time trying to get the most of these hierarchical
architectures. Unfortunately, the situation is about to get even worse, with the
emergence of a new architecture trend: heterogeneous multicore architectures.
We have known for a long time that making use of specific hardware accel-
erators can dramatically speed up applications featuring data-parallelism. The
novelty is that such hardware is now available off the shelf: clusters featuring
GPGPUs, FPGAs or even Cell processors are affordable for most users. It is
likely that many supercomputers will be equipped with such heterogeneous hard-
ware in the future. Consequently, programmers now have to deal with architec-
tures composed by a mix of regular CPUs and specific PUs (SPUs, GPGPUs).
Only few applications are currently taking advantage of these hybrid archi-
tectures. And even fewer applications are able to use both types of comput-
ing units at the same time. Many approaches actually only rely on offloading
parts of the computations over accelerators, since there exists no unified run-
time system allowing programmers to seamlessly exploit all available computing
units. Thus, the most widely used programming models on such machines are a
mix of pthreads and CUDA [3] (for nVidia GPGPUs) or libspe (for Cell’s
SPUs). Of course, higher level approaches exist (RapidMind [14], CellSs [9],
HMPP [8]) that hide the hardware complexity to programmers. However, they
currently only support a single type of accelerator at a time. To deal with ir-
regular application, where dynamic load balancing is required, all these systems
rely on specific runtime systems that implement memory transfers between main
memory and the accelerators.
In this paper, we present the design of a unified runtime system that pro-
vides a simple yet powerful interface to exploit multiprocessors equipped with
heterogeneous accelerators (e.g. SPU+GPU+CPU). The programming model
is based on a high level memory management interface enabling hierarchical de-
scription of data domains. Applications tasks are running as “codelets” over the
underlying hardware computing units: the runtime system automatically takes
care of gathering input data before their execution and scattering output results
upon completion. Thanks to the concept of divisible tasks, our approach helps
to develop programs that dynamically adapt to the available processing units.
2 A uniform approach to exploiting heterogeneous
computing units
Designing a runtime system for heterogeneous multicore machines, featuring
different accelerators and computing units, introduces challenging issues. Tra-
ditional shared-memory homogeneous multicore architectures are either pro-
grammed using high-level languages (e.g. OpenMP [1], Cilk [11]) or low-level
task management libraries (e.g. pthread, libspe). In both approaches, the
underlying runtime system is merely devoted to task scheduling. In contrast,
heterogeneous machines have much more runtime requirements since they do
not provide a coherent (nor even shared) global memory. Unlike regular CPUs
that can transparently access the whole global memory address range, acceler-
ators often embed local memory on which they perform all their computations.
With no help from the runtime system, programmers would have to explicitly
enforce memory consistency between accelerators, which would seriously impact
both programmability and portability as we potentially have to deal with various
kinds of accelerators (e.g. Cell’s SPU with GPGPUs). This definitely empha-
sizes the need for a runtime featuring high-level memory management interface.
Besides, using the thread concept (as provided by modern operating systems)
does not allow to efficiently exploit those architectures. Indeed, tasks running
over specialized computing units such as GPGPUs can only use a specific in-
struction set and access a private memory address space. The “codelet” concept,
which models non-preemptible offloadable tasks, has been recognized to be a
much more appropriate execution model [8]. However, provided the variety of
accelerator technologies and the gap between their respective performance, stat-
ically determining a relevant granularity is a major issue. Therefore, we believe
that the runtime system should offer support for a dynamically adaptive grain
size, in collaboration with the programmer who would be responsible for sub-
mitting splittable tasks.
2.1 A topology aware hierarchical data management
The major component of our runtime system is a data management facility,
which aims at providing a high level API that hides the complexity raised by
accelerators’ heterogeneity. The idea is to abstract the description of memory
regions in such a way that the underlying data transfers and data caching policies
can be optimized, depending on the hardware capabilities.
Hardware accelerators typically work only on a subset of data at a time.
As it would be unwise to manipulate a huge matrix while only working on a
subset of its elements, our library features an interface to manipulate sub-data
as well. However, maintaining an MSI protocol on several sub-data is complex as
they could overlap. In that case, modifying a piece of data requires to invalidate
all copies of the overlapping chunks. This requires to maintain an intersection
graph, and makes the coherence protocol NP-complete. Constructing such a
graph without an expressive description of data subsets is also costly if not
impossible. To address those issues, we introduce the notion of filter as a result
of two simple observations. First, the programmer is usually well aware of the
data layout which the library should therefore not have to infer. Second, we
can reasonably make sure all sub-data are disjointed, breaking ties by making
new sub-data out of intersections. Contrary to HPF, filters are not restricted
to dense matrix structures and can be used with multiple data interfaces (e.g.
CSR).
// use horizontal and vertical n-block built -in filters
filter f1, f2;
f1.func = block; f2.func = vert_block;
f1.arg = n; f2.arg = n;
// declare the data and apply filters on it
data_state *D, *subD;
monitor_blas_data(D, ptr , ld , nx , ny, 4);
map_filters(D, 2, &f1, &f2);
// get a reference to the sub -data
subD = get_sub_data(D, 2, i, j);
// fetch the actual data in local memory
fetch_data(subD , RW);
[...] /* Use subD.ptr for computations */
release_data(subD);
Fig. 1. Internal API to manipulate a sub-data
Fig. 2. Coherence protocol
Our runtime features a number of predefined filters (e.g. block-cyclic distri-
bution), and user-provided filters can easily be added if needed. All filters can
be applied recursively, so that data is partitioned following a tree-based hierar-
chy. Applications must only access the leaves of the resulting tree to maintain
consistency of each sub-data independently. This restriction is consistent with a
data-parallelism paradigm where all computations are performed locally. When
the application needs to access an inner node of the tree, for instance during
a reduction phase, we temporary unapply some filters. Filters can be efficiently
restored later thanks to a lazy design that makes this operation virtually costless.
Once appropriate filters are created and applied by the application, the mem-
ory management facility is typically invoked each time a task is scheduled some-
where, to make sure that the required input data is made available on time
(see Fig. 1). A straightforward “write-through” implementation would simply
maintain the up-to-date state of each data in main memory, but this would re-
quire numerous unnecessary data transfers between main memory and embedded
memory banks. In contrast, the use of a write-back model would maintain mem-
ory consistency in a lazy fashion (i.e. data transfers are only performed when
actually needed) and would thus reduce the stress on the memory buses.
From a technical perspective, implementing such a memory model is challeng-
ing, as one cannot assume that it is feasible to directly move data between any
combination of accelerators. We thus have extended the pure write-back model
so that we sometimes allow data modifications to be propagated eagerly to main
memory. To enforce data consistency, we maintain a list of the nodes that are
holding a valid copy of each data. To this end, we use a similar approach to
the one used by write-back cache coherency protocols implemented within SMP
machines. Since our approach does not rely on any specific hardware support, we
use a directory-based protocol. As shown on Figure 2, every data is associated to
a vector indicating its state on each memory node. There are three states, invalid
(I) that indicates the node does not hold a valid copy, modified (M) for nodes
that do have one, and shared (S) if there are several nodes with the data. Along
with the updating of those states, the MSI automaton also describes which data
transfers are needed.
When accessing data for the first time, computing units have to allocate a
buffer of sufficient size. The runtime system maintains a reference count of units
that actually use the data, so that deallocations are performed in a lazy man-
ner. When a unit accesses a data larger than its remaining memory, some of the
unused local data is either discarded or flushed to main memory, depending on
the existence of another valid copy of the data. Note that any other unit holding
enough free memory is eligible for that purpose. This memory reclaiming mecha-
nism thus allows to transparently handle data sets which size would not entirely
fit within accelerators memory. As the size of embedded memory typically vary
from orders of magnitude (from 256KB on a SPU to 1GB on a GPU), this is
crucial when running the same application on various architectures.
2.2 Modeling tasks with codelets
Given the aforementioned restrictions imposed by some hardware accelerators
about memory accesses, our unified execution model relies on the use of codelets,
which are tasks enriched with a description of their input and output data.
This description is performed with the high-level data library we defined in
the previous section. While being a constraint for the programmer, the need to
precisely specify which data are used opens room for numerous optimizations.
It is for instance possible to take data affinity into account while scheduling.
Figure 3 illustrates the codelet structure used by our runtime. To execute a
codelet , each eligible accelerator is given a function specific to its architecture.
The corresponding “kernels” are written by the programmer, but we expect
compiling environments to be able to generate them automatically from a generic
source code.
The execution of codelets is asynchronous and there is no guarantee about
their ordering. We therefore added the possibility to perform a callback function
on the host after the termination of a codelet . If synchronization is needed, these
callbacks can perform interactions between accelerators and the host. Such in-
teractions can involve costly operations that may decrease the entire system per-
formance, possibly overwhelming the actual codelet computation time. The call-
back mechanism is therefore not sufficient to enforce task dependencies. Hence,
our runtime features facilities to express dependencies between tasks within the
codelet structure itself. This makes programming easier and gives more freedom
to the scheduler. It is indeed simpler to extract parallelism when the runtime
has a wider view of the task and data dependencies.
Fig. 3. The codelet structure Fig. 4. Execution model
Adding a driver to support a new accelerator architecture only requires to
write a limited number of functions as shown on Figure 4. First, the driver needs
to supply methods to fetch and to push codelets from the scheduler which is a
mere list of codelets from the driver’s perspective. This is straightforward on a
CPU or a GPU that is controlled directly from the host, but it requires a little
more work on a Cell’s SPU which has to use DMA mechanisms to manipulate
the codelet list. The driver must also supply a method that executes the code
associated to its architecture in the codelet structure. This may involve to ac-
tually upload the executable code into the memory of the accelerator, possibly
using our data library. Last, the driver needs to offer a mechanism to schedule
the execution of a codelet ’s callback on the host after its termination. On the
Cell, we use special hardware interrupts from the SPUs to handle a codelet
termination and execute its callback.
2.3 Discussion
With respect to our portability requirements, supporting a new architecture is
relatively simple. In addition to the limited number of methods needed to ex-
ecute and manipulate codelets on an accelerator, we have to write functions
that perform the actual memory transfers with main memory. As memory band-
width is a scarce resource, we otherwise believe that it is worth writing some
optional methods to transfers data directly between some pairs of accelerators,
even though there is a slight risk for a combinatorial explosion as the number
of supported architectures grows. Provided that our only assumption is that an
accelerator needs a mechanism to access main memory, we are confident that our
model is well suited for most current and future heterogeneous architectures.
We also believe that our execution model should be helpful for various pur-
poses. On the one hand, the expressiveness of our high-level interface helps pro-
gramming experts to transmit useful indications to the scheduler while getting
some feedback in return. On the other hand, although our solution does not ad-
dress the code generation problem, compilers can infer most task dependencies,
and generate codelets that our runtime can schedule efficiently.
3 Experiments
We perform our experiments on a E5410 Xeon quadcore running at 2.33GHz
with 4GB of memory. This machine also has a nVidia Quadro FX4600
CUDA-enabled graphic card with 768MB of embedded memory.
3.1 Programmability
Our first contribution is to ease the programming of heterogeneous architectures
by the mean of high-level abstractions. This is illustrated on the common ma-
trix multiplication example which follows. After partitioning data into blocks as
shown on Figure 1, we actually launch codelets as shown below.
for (i = 0; i < nslicesx; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < nslicesy; j++) {
codelet *cl = malloc(sizeof(codelet));
cl->where = ANY; cl->core_func = core_mult;
cl ->cublas_func = cublas_mult;
cl->cb = callback_func; cl ->argcb = &jobcounter;
cl->nbuffers = 3; [...]
cl->buffers [2]. state = subdata_ref (&C, 2, i, j);
cl->buffers [2]. mode = W; /* write results into submatrix C_ij */
push_task(cl); /* schedule the codelet */
}
}
Writing the actual blocked parallel matrix multiplication is then immediate
as each codelet computes one block of the output matrix. A codelet takes Ai
and Bj as inputs and writes its result into Ci,j , which is described naturally
with our high-level library. As there are no task dependencies, the callback only
decrements a task counter until there is no more work. Those codelets can either
be executed on a GPU by calling cublas_mult or on a CPU with core_mult.
void cublas_mult(buffer_descr *descr , void *arg) {
cublasSgemm (..., descr [2].nx, descr [2].ny ...);
}
void core_mult(buffer_descr *descr , void *arg) {
cblas_sgemm (..., descr [2].ny, descr [2].nx, ...);
}
The programmer must write the kernels that run on the various resources.
But the descr array is automatically filled with a description of all buffers : the
first matrix is for instance located at address descr[0].ptr. All the underlying
data transfers are transparent, making it much easier to concentrate on the
algorithm itself. It is also worth noting that the programmer does not need to
take into account the possibility of solving a problem larger than GPU memory.
3.2 Heterogeneous computing
We now validate our core affirmation that it is possible to efficiently use mul-
tiple heterogeneous resources by comparing the performance depending on the
available computational resources. This experiment consists in multiplying two
16384 × 16384 single precision matrices. We compute a synthetic performance
metric out of the measured execution times.
Table 1 not only shows our system performs well with multiple homogeneous
cores as we get a 3.8 speedup on four cores, but we also transparently exploit an
hybrid architecture, only supplying the implementation of the kernel on various
resources. It appears that we need to devote a core to control the accelerators.
On the one hand, the host must remain reactive to external events; on the
other hand, such events are especially harmful for cache-sensitive computations
such as BLAS. Our runtime system therefore obtains 82.47GFlops with three
cores and a GPU, which is 95 % of the added performance of either three cores
(25.24GFlops) and a single GPU (62.06GFlops).
Table 1. Combining heterogeneous resources
1 core 3 cores 4 cores 4 cores / 1 GPU 3 cores / 1 GPU 1 GPU
GFlops 8.70 25.24 32.83 62.34 82.47 62.06
3.3 Extracting enough parallelism
We implemented the LU decomposition presented on the Algorithm 1 twice
to underline the importance of a collaboration between the programmer and
the runtime system in order to improve scheduling. More precisely, those two
versions share the same implementation of the kernels, but the callbacks differ
in their handling of the dependencies between codelets. In the first version, the
Algorithm 1: Blocked LU decomposition of matrix M
for k = 1 to n do
Decompose Mk,k ; /* 1 Codelet A */
for i = k + 1 to n do
Find Mi,k with Mk,kMi,k = Mi,k ; /* (n − k − 1) Codelets B */
for j = k + 1 to n do
Find Mk,j with Mk,jMk,k = Mk,j ; /* (n − k − 1) Codelets C */
for i = k + 1 to n do
for j = k + 1 to n do
Mi,j− = Mi,kMk,j ; /* (n − k − 1)
2
Codelets D */
Fig. 5. Supplying enough parallelism helps to reduce load imbalance
codelets of type D are not scheduled until all B and C codelets are finished,
and the A codelet waits for all D ones. This means that the entire algorithm
suffers from a sequential section, which is critical for performance. In the second
implementation, codelets are scheduled as soon as data dependencies are verified.
This has a clear effect on the amount of parallelism of the overall algorithm as
shown on Figure 5 : while most resources are almost stalled during the execution
of the first implementation, they keep running nearly all the time in the second
version, substantially reducing the execution time by 15%.
Table 2. Optimizing the LU decomposition
Optimisation Reference Memory pinning Dependencies Priorities
GFlops 49.65 53.62 64.94 67.33
Gain (%) 0 8.0 30.9 35.6
There remains load balancing issues at the end of the execution which result
from algorithm’s inherent lack of parallelism. To avoid that, we added the notion
of priority tasks to schedule codelets of type A – and all their direct dependencies
– as soon as possible. In addition to the use of registered memory that reduces
the need for costly memory copies within the CUDA driver, we see another 5 %
improvement using priorities on Table 2.
4 Related work
Programmable GPUs can be controlled using specific languages (e.g., Cg, HLSL
or GLSL). Others require less knowledge of graphic APIs using higher-level
abstractions like streams instead of graphical primitives (e.g. Brooks, Scout,
Glift). Given that successful evolution toward GPGPUs, well summarized by
Ownens et al. [17], constructors enriched hardware with generic features and
now provide generic programming environments such as CUDA [3], CAL [2]. As
summarized by Buttari et al. [6], Cell programming usually consists in the
use of low-level specific mechanisms provided by the LibSPE, even though there
are higher level abstractions either in runtime systems (e.g. ALF [7], MCF [4],
Charm++ [12], Gordon [15]) or at compile time (e.g. Octopiler).
There are also substantial efforts to develop hybrid programming models
which differ in the objects they manipulate. On the one hand, there are data
parallel approaches which map operations on arrays or matrices (e.g. Rapid-
Mind [14], Brooks [5], PeakStream). On the other hand, some follow a task
parallelism model, and offer architecture independent abstractions for offload-
able functions (e.g. Merge [13], Sequoia [10]). A growing number of compiler
frameworks are also intended to offer support for heterogeneous architectures
(e.g. HMPP [8], EXOCHI [13], R-Stream [20]). Likewise, high level asyn-
chronous stream processing systems such as AETHER’s S-Net [19] or the
Scalp project [15] rely on support at the runtime level. Given the lack of an
actual hybrid programming standard, substantial efforts are done to adapt main
standards like MPI [18,16], or OpenMP that CellSs extends to express task
and data dependencies [9], which is interesting to generates codelets.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we present a runtime system that transparently handles the co-
herency of hierarchical data structures over heterogeneous multiprocessor ma-
chines. With the support of the codelet abstraction to model tasks, we sketch the
basis of a generic task scheduling platform. We show that our prototype actually
obtains very good performance for non-trivial problems, either on accelerators
or on hybrid architectures. Those abstractions indeed offer the opportunity to
drive accelerator programming beyond the mere solving of technical issues, hence
allowing to concentrate on the algorithmic issues. Another conclusion is the im-
portance of a proper task scheduling, and the need for an expressive interface.
In addition to a seamless use of multiple GPU, we plan to make our data
library asynchronous which should be profitable in the context of scheduling
policies using data prefetching. Besides improving the on-going support of the
Cell, we will investigate lock-free protocols to prevent scalability concerns. On
a longer term, we envision to supply a set of scheduling policies covering a wide
spectrum of problematics, going from a better support of NUMA machines to an
inter-node scheduling using MPI. We claim that our runtime could provide the
necessary support that compilation environments and specialized libraries lack
to harness the growing complexity of heterogeneous machines. With performance
portability as a major goal, and given the urgent need for a standardization of
all the work around heterogeneous multicore programming, our runtime could
contribute to the efforts made around OpenMP and other high level approaches.
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